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CIFPs – 9th Annual National 
Conference

Helping your client through the 
pension decision process

Patrick Longhurst, CFP, FCIA



Pension decisions

• Lump sum settlement versus an immediate or 
deferred pension

• Buying back service under a public sector plan

• Transferring service from one plan to another

• Options following a plan redesign

• What age to start taking CPP payments

• When to start RIFFing an RRSP (or LIFing a LIRA!)
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What is the overall thought process? 

1. Clearly understand the choices available and the 
implications of those choices

2. Prepare a cost-benefit analysis using client-specific 
assumptions

3. Examine the other quantitative and qualitative 
issues that will impact on the decision

Avoid the temptation to tackle the pension issue in 
isolation – context is critical!
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Let’s take an example

• An individual is leaving a defined benefit (DB) 
pension plan

• He is entitled to a choice between:
– An immediate pension 

– A lump sum amount

• He has come to you for help in making his decision

• In practice, other choices may be available
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What should the client bring to the first 
meeting?

• The specific option papers that have been provided 
by the Plan administrator, including the deadline for 
the decision

• A pension booklet describing the terms of the Plan

• His most recent pension benefit statement

• Other material appropriate for a new client 
relationship
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Step 1

• Clearly understand the choices available and the 
implications of those choices

• What is the deal?
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Details
– Immediate pension

• When do the payments start?

• How much is payable for life?

• How much is just payable to age 65?

• What payment options are available?

• Is the pension indexed to the CPI?

• Any other features?
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Details
– Lump-sum payment 

• How was it calculated?

• How much of the payment is eligible to be 
transferred into a Locked-in Retirement Account 
(LIRA)?

• What rules govern LIRA payouts in this Province?

• How much of the payment is taxable?
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Reality Check

• Can you reproduce the pension entitlement using 
the plan rules?

• This will certainly reassure the client!

• Can you reproduce the lump-sum amount?

• You may need specialised software to do this.
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Other implications

• Does the decision impact on eligibility for any post-
retirement benefits?

• Is pension income splitting likely to be an issue for 
this client?

• Is there a Pension Adjustment Reversal (PAR) ?
• Is any of the pension payable from a funded or 

unfunded Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan 
(SERP)?
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Step 2

• Prepare a cost-benefit analysis using client-specific 
assumptions 

• What is the best bet?
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Client’s personal assumptions

• Interest rate

• Allowance for pension indexing

• Life expectancy/ies

• When is the income needed?

• Marital status

• Age difference

• Marginal tax rate
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Critical question

• We know that the lump sum payment is the 
expected value of the pension option, using the CV 
assumptions 

• But, is the lump sum payment able to duplicate the 
lifetime pension for your client, based on the client’s 
personal assumptions?

• This process reflects the unique features of your 
client, relative to an average plan member
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Caution

• The analysis can become very complicated when:

– A portion of the lump sum value is taxable

– The client’s pension exceeds the CRA maximum 
and is partly payable from a SERP

– The indexing  formula is complex, or varies based 
on the period of service
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Step 3

• Examine the other qualitative and quantitative issues 
that will impact on the decision

• What is the context?
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The importance of context

• This project is being carried out within the 
professional guidelines of the FPSC

• So you need to ask the questions that would be 
included in a regular financial plan

• A full understanding of the context is critical to giving 
your best advice
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Qualitative issues include -

• The client’s future employment and lifestyle plans
• His attitude to risk – particularly when it involves his 

future retirement wellbeing
• The value he places on flexibility versus security
• The importance of creating an estate
• Any client predisposition to one option or the other
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Quantitative issues include

• Anticipated expense levels in retirement

• Other sources of family pension income –
government plans and employment plans

• Registered and non-registered family assets

• Real estate, including the principal residence

• Potential inheritances

• Expected future income from full or part-time 
employment
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And a wild card

• What is the financial security of the lifetime benefits 
promised?

• How can you obtain information to guide you?

• What is the significance of:
– Funding results?

– Solvency results?

– Accounting results?

• How strong is the sponsor?
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The final reckoning

• How do the three steps come together?

• Ideally the client should make the decision

• Help them avoid the attractiveness of big numbers

• Usually the best course of action is not obvious

• Sometimes it is just too close to call

• Good luck!



Working example

• A female client aged 55 is leaving her employer
• She has been a pension plan member for 30 years
• Her final average earnings is $100,000
• The plan provides a pension of 2% of final average 

earnings per year of credited service
• She has a choice between a deferred pension of 

$60,000 per year payable from age 65  or a lump 
sum payment of $532,000 to be transferred into a 
Locked-in Retirement Account
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Spreadsheet 1
Lifetime pension details

• Illustration of how to complete this spreadsheet for 
the working example

Lifetime pension details Additional details

Immediate or deferred pensions Deferred pensions only

Monthly amount of lifetime 
benefit $5,000 Normal retirement age 65

Monthly amount of bridging 
benefit N/A

Can the pension be taken 
earlier Yes

Normal form of pension 5 year guarantee What reduction actuarial

Other survivor options N/A Pre-retirement death benefit
Commuted 
Value

Guaranteed indexing No Pre-retirement indexing No

Ad hoc pension increases Infrequent
Ad hoc pre-retirement 
increases Infrequent

Other unique features No Other unique features No
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Spreadsheet 2(a)
The commuted value basis

• Illustration of how to complete the first column of 
this spreadsheet for the working example

Actuarial basis The client basis Plusses and minuses

Interest rates 3.6% for 10 years, 5.3% t/a 6% net of expenses CV

Pension indexing N/A N/A

Mortality UP 94 projected to 2020 To age 90 Pension

Retirement age 65 65

Marital status N/A Single

Age difference N/A N/A

Allowance for taxation None None
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Spreadsheet 2(b)
The client’s basis/ plusses and minuses

• Illustration of how to complete the second and third 
columns of this worksheet for the working example

Actuarial basis The client basis Plusses and minuses

Interest rates 3.6% for 10 years, 5.3% t/a 6% net of expenses CV

Pension indexing N/A N/A

Mortality UP 94 projected to 2020 To age 90 Pension

Retirement age 65 65

Marital status N/A Single

Age difference N/A N/A

Allowance for taxation None None
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Approach (b) – Present Values

• Using the client basis of a 6% rate of return and a 
life expectancy to age 90

• Expected value of the lump-sum at age 65 is 
$952,730

• Present value of the pension is $741,700
• What if we used a 5% rate of return?
• Expected value of the lump-sum at age 65 is 

$866,570
• Present value of the pension is $858,900
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Qualitative issues – Working example

• Client expects to work part-time to age 65

• She has a concern about risk, as this will be her 
major source of retirement income

• She sees no great flexibility needs, provided she can 
keep her job to age 65

• She has no spouse / children and an estate is not 
important

• Her major concern relates to the security of the 
pension plan, but she has no evidence for this
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Quantitative issues – Working example

• Client’s core expenses are $60,000 per year after tax

• She expects to receive full CPP and OAS at age 65

• She has $50,000 in RRSPs, $10,000 in TFSAs and 
$200,000 in non-registered investments

• She owns her own home with a market value of 
$300,000 and no mortgage

• She does not expect any inheritances

• She hopes to make $50,000 a year from her part-
time job
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Working example – Wrap-up

• The financial analysis indicates that the lump-sum is 
more favourable

• The qualitative factors suggest a guaranteed income 
approach

• The quantitative factors are consistent with the 
overall financial plan

• The major risk to the plan is high inflation

• But there is flexibility through the home ownership

• What would you recommend?
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If you would like to talk

• Patrick Longhurst

• Longhurst & Jack Inc.

• Telephone – 416-815-7200

• Email – enquire@longhurstandjack.ca

• Website – www.longhurstandjack.ca

mailto:enquire@longhurstandjack.ca�
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